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CHARGE/PURPOSE

The Campus Community Centers Advisory Council (CCCAC) advocates for improvements in quality of campus life on behalf of students, faculty, and staff and advises the Senior Vice Chancellor on such matters. It also functions as a resource to University departments, organizations, individuals, and the neighboring communities involved in efforts to improve and sustain a high quality of campus life. These efforts by the CCCAC and similar campus organizations give the University a critical advantage in recruitment and retention of UCSF students, faculty and staff.

ACTIVITY

The CCCAC focused on physical improvements to multiple UCSF campus locations this year. Additional efforts involved reviewing fitness & recreation center fee increases and presenting recommendations for the UCSF Long Range Development Plan (LRDP).

PROGRESS and KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The CCCAC strives to improve the quality of life at UCSF and create a community environment where faculty, staff and students can thrive. In 2012-2013, the CCCAC made progress on several efforts:

• Continued to identify locations for mini fitness centers at MCB and SFGH.
• Continued to advocate for the construction of a full athletic field and endorsed Revised Option 3 of the Long Range Development Plan, which includes a full-sized multi-purpose sports field and the Parnassus Avenue Streetscape Plan. The CCCAC also recommended the LRDP include plans for Saunders Court improvements and for building a professional meeting space in UC Hall.
• Continued support of four quality of life white papers. These programs can now receive funding through a donation button on the Arts and Events website.
• Advised Fitness & Recreation on retaining membership during the Bakar Center renovations and the Millberry Union refresh.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The CCCAC recommends exploring with Senior Vice Chancellor John Plotts the possibility of aligning the CCCAC mission with the results of the Gallup Staff Engagement Survey to promote quality of life issues on campus and, if appropriate, engage the Chancellor as well as respond to any of her concerns.

Continuing Efforts:

• Open mini fitness centers at SFGH and MCB.
• Ensure minimal impact of the William J. Rutter Center renovations on the building occupants, Bakar Fitness Center members, and the UCSF community.
• Participate in the design development of improvements to Millberry Fitness & Recreation Center. Ensure minimal impact of the Millberry Center Refresh on the building occupants, Millberry Fitness Center members, and the UCSF community.
- Continue to advocate for the renovation of Saunders Court as part of the Clinical Sciences Building seismic retrofit project.
- Continue to vet the quality of life giving campaigns with University Development and Alumni Relations.
- Continue to collaborate with Capital Programs, Retail Services, and Housing on shading solutions for Gene Friend Way at UCSF Mission Bay
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